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LIGHTRIG 
SUSPENSION 
SYSTEM 

The versatile suspension 
system for the smaller TV 
and video studio. 

fll ightRig is a versatile studio 
l!t suspension system for the smaller 
studio which is practical, flexible and 
economical - adaptable to every 
lighting requirement! 

Cross beams are articulated and pivot 
on their bogie-type carriages making 
them capable of moving to any 
· diagonal position. They are also free to 
extend in either direction beyond the 
parallel fixed track. Luminaires can thus 
be placed in any required position in 
the studio, reaching even the most 
inaccessible corners. With the use of 
pantographs, lights can also be set to 
any height. 
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ACCESSORIES LIGHT RIG 

• Position lights anywhere in the studio 
• No cross-bar jamming- rails glide on smooth-running 

carriages 
e Ideal where floor space and ceiling height is restricted 
• Floor left free of cables and lighting stands 
e Curved rail for corners and cycloramas 
e Leave rigged and connected for next job - speed 

turn- round 
e Full range of accessories ensures maximum flexibility 
e Economical system with robust, quality-built parts 

A basic LightRig system comprises two parallel lightweight 
fixed tracks equipped with free-running double carriages that 
support movable cross-beams. The design of the carriages 
allows for cross-beam movement up and down the track, or 
diagonally across the track by moving only one carriage. A 
cross beam may also be pulled out to overhang beyond the 
fixed track area. 

Luminaires are supported from single 6 wheel carriages fitted 
with a standard male spigot These make possible free 
movement of lights along the length of the cross beams. Lights 
may also be suspended from the fixed track, if required, for 
movement in two directions only. 

To prevent uncontrolled fast movement of equipment along 
the tracks , the supporting carriages and luminaire support 
carriages incorporate pre-set friction brakes. 

LIGHTRIG CURVED TRACK 
The fixed track can be made to turn through 90° by using the 
special curved quadrant rail which has a 2m radius. There is a 
short straight section of rail at each end for joining to straight 
track . In conjunction with the curtain runners, curved rail may 
be used for cyclorama cloths as well as lighting. 

A diagrammatic view showing just some ofUghtRig's flexibility. 
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REMEMBl R TO QUOTE ITEM NUMBERS WHEN ORDERING 


